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• Universities are different from industry

• Universities are different from each other

• A risk matrix can help you assess your institution’s unique risk

Universities are unique 



Exposure does not always equal risk

Certain 
factors 
elevate 
risk

Mitigation 
measures 
reduce 
risk
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DTAG tasked with 
developing risk matrix 

• Result: white paper with detailed 
risk matrix (50+ pages), including 
university-specific section 

• Available on DDTC website -
October 22, 2020 DTAG Plenary



ITAR Exposure - Examples



ITAR Mitigation - Examples



Risk is reduced by compliance measures
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Scenario One

“Fundamental research” project involving 
use of ITAR-controlled equipment

HIGHER RISK
- No compliance plan

- No/insufficient training
- No/insufficient processes to identify and manage ITAR 

defense articles, etc.  

LOWER RISK
- Compliance plan that is communicated broadly 

- Training for administrators, faculty/high risk departments
- TCP in place to describe and document compliance including 
physical and electronic access, training, reporting violations, 

etc.  



Scenario Two

DOD contract with DFARS 7000 
clause

HIGHER RISK
- No process or training for sponsored programs and/or 

project personnel
- No systems in place to identify and protect controlled 

inputs/ outputs
- Little/no institutional support and guidance regarding 

accepting and managing restrictions, etc. 

LOWER RISK
- Process and training for sponsored programs for flagging and 

holding projects with restrictive or export clauses
- Institutional policy and support covering the acceptance of 

export-controlled projects, etc. 



Scenario Three

Visiting scholar from Entity-List university hosted 
by faculty member performing export-controlled 

research

HIGHER RISK
- No restricted party screening process

- No review process for visiting scholar or deemed export 
risk

- No training for sponsoring faculty, no TCP in place, etc. 

LOWER RISK
- Robust restricted party screening resources and 

processes
- Visiting Scholar process includes export review
- TCP in place for export-controlled research, etc.  



Scenario Four

ITAR-controlled technical data 
stored on university server

HIGHER RISK
- No method to identify ITAR-controlled technical data 

- Insufficient cyber-safeguards in place to prevent inadvertent 
access/exports

- No TCP in place for the technical data, etc. 

LOWER RISK
- Process to identify and protect export-controlled technical 

data
- Robust IT security measures

- TCP in place describing and documenting the necessary IT 
security measures 

- Training for IT personnel, etc.  



Thank you!

• Questions?
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